& Recent studies suggest that the left superior temporal gyrus and sulcus (LSTG/S) play a role in speech perception, although the precise function of these areas remains unclear. Here, we test the hypothesis that regions in the LSTG/S play a role in the categorization of speech phonemes, irrespective of the acoustic properties of the sounds and prior experience of the listener with them. We examined changes in functional magnetic resonance imaging brain activation related to a perceptual shift from nonphonetic to phonetic analysis of sine-wave speech analogs. Subjects performed an identification task before scanning and a discrimination task during scanning with phonetic (P) and nonphonetic (N) sine-wave sounds, both before (Pre) and after (Post) being exposed to the phonetic properties of the P sounds. Behaviorally, experience with the P sounds induced categorical identification of these sounds. In the PostP > PreP and PostP > PostN contrasts, an area in the posterior LSTG/S was activated. For both P and N sounds, the activation in this region was correlated with the degree of categorical identification in individual subjects. The results suggest that these areas in the posterior LSTG/S are sensitive neither to the acoustic properties of speech nor merely to the presence of phonetic information, but rather to the listener's awareness of category representations for auditory inputs. &
INTRODUCTION
Speech perception is shaped by the biological significance of speech in human cognition, the complex spectro-temporal structure of human vocalizations, and the categorical nature of phoneme representations. A common neuroimaging paradigm for studying the neural substrates mediating speech perception is to compare brain activation patterns elicited during the processing of speech and nonspeech sounds (Obleser et al., 2006; Uppenkamp, Johnsrude, Norris, Marslen-Wilson, & Patterson, 2006; Liebenthal, Binder, Spitzer, Possing, & Medler, 2005; Davis & Johnsrude, 2003; Binder et al., 2000; Scott, Blank, Rosen, & Wise, 2000; Mummery, Ashburner, Scott, & Wise, 1999; Demonet et al., 1992) . Stronger activation in the left superior temporal gyrus and sulcus (STG/STS) is typically observed for speech compared to nonspeech sounds. However, interpretation of this result is complicated by the fact that the speech and nonspeech control sounds may differ in their acoustic properties, such that differences in the pattern of activation that they elicit may reflect the differential analysis of their physical properties in auditory regions generally concerned with analysis of complex sounds. Even when the speech and nonspeech sounds are carefully matched in their spectrotemporal characteristics (Liebenthal et al., 2005) , another difficulty is that they typically differ in their familiarity to the listener, such that the differential speech versus nonspeech activation may reflect the extensive experience of humans with speech sounds rather than a specialization for phoneme perception per se.
Here we circumvent the problem of matching speech and nonspeech sounds on acoustic properties and familiarity by using sine-wave analogs of speech and speech-like sounds. Sine-wave speech analogs are tone complexes in which the time-varying center frequency and power of each speech formant are represented by a tone varying in frequency and amplitude (Remez, Rubin, Pisoni, & Carrell, 1981) . A naïve listener typically perceives these sounds as nonspeech. When informed that the sounds correspond to speech, and after brief training, listeners can usually perceive them as speech (Liebenthal, Binder, Piorkowski, & Remez, 2003; Remez, Pardo, Piorkowski, & Rubin, 2001; Best, Studdert-Kennedy, Manuel, & Rubin-Spitz, 1989) . Sine-wave analogs lack the fine-grain acoustic properties of speech such as pitch and harmonic structure and are therefore unfamiliar to the listener (whether they replicate speech or not). However, they preserve the coarse dynamic features of individual formants, which is sufficient to evoke phonetic perception.
We used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to assess brain activation patterns associated with phonetic perception by comparing the activation with sine-wave speech analogs, before and after being in-formed of their phonetic nature, while subjects were engaged in a discrimination task. Because identical stimuli were used in the naïve and informed conditions, any differences in activation between these scans could not be attributed to differences in the acoustic properties of the sounds. This design, contrasting activation associated with the same sine-wave speech and nonspeech analogs under naïve and informed conditions, builds upon a previous study from our group (Liebenthal et al., 2003) . The previous study, however, used a demanding auditory task requiring resolution of sinewave words into their constituent tones, thereby interfering with their phonetic analysis. Here we used a three-interval, two-alternative (ABX) discrimination task requiring integral analysis of the sounds without interference with phonetic perception. This task also imposed a relatively high memory load, which was expected to promote phonetic perception in the informed condition (Crowder, 1982; Repp, Healy, & Crowder, 1979) . In addition, a control condition was created using tone complexes with acoustic properties similar to the sine-wave speech but lacking phonetic information, analogous to the control sounds used in Liebenthal et al. (2005) . Participants were unfamiliar with the sine-wave speech and nonspeech analogs. Thus, any changes in activation between the Pre and Post scans due simply to increased practice were expected to be similar for the phonetic and nonphonetic sounds. Finally, we tested whether awareness of the phonetic properties of the speech analogs would trigger a shift in their analysis from continuous to categorical (i.e., would enhance perceptual differences between phoneme categories and minimize perceptual differences within categories; for a review, see Harnad, 2003 ). We hypothesized that the level of activation in a subset of regions more responsive to speech sounds may also demonstrate sensitivity to the level of categorization of these sounds.
METHODS Participants
Participants were 28 healthy adults (19 women), 18-43 (average 26) years old, with no known neurological or hearing impairments. All subjects were native speakers of General American English and were right-handed according to the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) . Data from four other subjects were excluded due to poor behavioral performance (overall discrimination accuracy as well as across-category (AC) discrimination accuracy of less than 55%, where chance = 50%, in the Post phonetic condition). Data from 10 other subjects, scanned between certain dates, were not used due to potential scanner artifacts. Informed consent was obtained from each subject prior to the experiment, in accordance with a protocol sanctioned by the Medical College of Wisconsin Institutional Review Board.
Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of seven-step phonetic and nonphonetic sine-wave analog continua. The phonetic items replicated a /ba/-/da/ continuum, and the nonphonetic items replicated a corresponding nonphonetic continuum created by spectrally inverting the first formant of the syllables. The third formant of the nonphonetic tokens was further manipulated to render the overall nonphonetic discrimination accuracy comparable to that of the phonetic continuum (Liebenthal et al., 2005) . Tokens 3 and 5 from both continua are shown in Figure 1 . Thus, the phonetic and nonphonetic continua were matched on token duration, amplitude, and spectrotemporal complexity. However, tokens in the nonphonetic continuum were not analogous to any English phoneme. The sine-wave analogs were generated using in-house sine-wave synthesis software. Sine-wave tones replicating each of the first three formants of the syllables and of the nonphonetic sounds were synthesized based on time-varying formant center-frequency and intensity values of the original speech and nonspeech sounds measured at 10-msec intervals. Frequency and intensity values at intermediate time points were computed using cubic spline interpolation. Intensity values for the second and third formants were scaled, respectively, to 95.7% and 78.6% of their value for the first formant in order to maintain the amplitude relationship between the first three formants of the original sounds. The resulting sine-wave formant analogs were sampled at 22050 Hz. The three sine-wave formants of each token were then combined into a complex tone and edited to Figure 1 . Spectrograms of the sine-wave sounds used in the study. Tokens 3 and 5 in the phonetic (top) and nonphonetic (bottom) continuum are shown.
150 msec duration with a 5-msec rise-decay envelope using Macromedia SoundEdit 16 (v.2.0) software.
The sounds were delivered binaurally through a stethoscopic headset with insert eartips using the Avotec SS-3100 pneumatic audio system (Jensen Beach, FL) . This system provides a flat frequency response (±5 dB) at 150-4500 Hz, covering the spectral range used in this study. The sound intensity was set to a comfortable level of approximately 70 dB and was slightly adjusted between participants to accommodate for individual differences in hearing and in positioning of the eartips. For each participant, the level was kept constant throughout the session.
Sound presentation was controlled by a personal computer running PsyScope (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993) .
Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure is summarized in Table 1 . Prior to scanning, subjects were familiarized with the stimuli and tested with an identification task. They first listened to nine instances of each of the two anchor points (i.e., Tokens 1 and 7) of the phonetic (P) continuum and then completed 20 trials in which they were required to identify the anchor points as ''sound1'' or ''sound2'' by pressing one of two keys. For each trial, they received visual feedback in form of the correct response displayed on the computer screen. The subjects were then tested on identification of 10 presentations in random order of all seven tokens of the continuum, using the same labels (''sound1'' or ''sound2''). No feedback was provided. The same procedure was repeated with the nonphonetic (N) continuum. The N sounds were also labeled ''sound1'' and ''sound2.''
The subjects were then briefly familiarized with the ABX discrimination task. This was a two-alternative forced-choice task, in which the subjects heard three sounds in succession, separated by 500-msec interstimulus intervals, and decided whether the third sound (X) was identical to the first or the second sound in the preceding AB pair, by pressing one of two keys. Visual feedback was provided after each trial during training, showing the correct response. Only anchor points were used for this familiarization task.
In the scanner, subjects performed the ABX task for four runs, alternating between P and N conditions with each run. Previous research using this /ba-da/ speech continuum (Liebenthal et al., 2005) and pilot studies with the sine-wave analogs used for this experiment indicated a category boundary near Token 4 in the continuum. There were a total of 20 across-category (AC; Tokens 3-5) and 20 within-category (WC; 10 each of Tokens 1-3 and 5-7) AB pairs in each run, presented in random order. A trial consisted of three tokens presented during an otherwise silent period between image acquisitions. No feedback was provided. There were 10 additional silent baseline trials in each run, inserted randomly, in which no stimuli were presented.
Following this first (Pre) scan session of four runs, subjects were asked whether they had noticed speech in any of the sounds presented so far during the scan. They were then informed that ''sound1'' and ''sound2'' in the P trials were actually modified versions of /ba/ and /da/ syllables. They were also informed that ''sound1'' and ''sound2'' in the N trials were computer-generated nonspeech sounds. The subjects were instructed to listen for the speech sounds /ba/ and /da/ in the sine-wave stimuli. They were then subjected to the same familiarization procedure used to introduce the test stimuli prior to scanning [listening to P anchor points (now identified as /ba/ and /da/), identification of P anchor points with In the ''Task'' column, regular text indicates tasks performed prior to or between functional scans. Bold text indicates tasks performed during functional scans. P = phonetic; N = nonphonetic; Iden. = identification task; ABX = ABX discrimination task. Tasks are listed in the order that they were administered except that the order of P and N blocks was counterbalanced across subjects.
visual feedback, followed by identification testing using the whole P continuum]. The training and testing procedures were then repeated with the N sounds, using the same ''sound1'' and ''sound2'' labels as before. This entire training and testing procedure lasted approximately 20 min and was performed while the subjects lay in the scanner. The subjects were then scanned again (Post scans) while performing the ABX task, using exactly the same procedure as in the Pre scans.
The order of P and N runs in training, testing, and scanning was counterbalanced across subjects such that approximately half the subjects were exposed to the P stimuli first and the other half were exposed to the N stimuli first, in both Pre and Post scans.
Image Acquisition
Images were acquired on a 1.5-T GE Signa scanner (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI). Clustered (or ''sparse'') acquisition (acquisition time = 2100 msec) was used to collect functional image volumes separated by intervening periods of silence. T2*-weighted, gradient-echo, echoplanar images (TE = 40 msec, flip angle = 908, NEX = 1) were collected at 8-sec intervals. Trials were positioned such that they started 1 sec after the end of each image acquisition and were followed by a silent window of approximately 3.5 sec for subjects to respond. The hemodynamic response to the last stimulus in a trial (X) was expected to peak at 4-6 sec after the onset of X, coinciding with the time of the next image acquisition. Response time (RT) was measured from the onset of X. The functional images were constructed from axially oriented 22 contiguous slices with 3.75 Â 3.75 Â 4 mm voxel dimensions, covering the whole brain except the most dorsal fronto-parietal regions. Fifty images were acquired in each of the four Pre and four Post runs. An additional image, collected at the beginning of each run, was discarded. High-resolution anatomical images of the entire brain were obtained using a 3-D spoiled gradientecho sequence (''SPGR''; GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI), with 0.9 Â 0.9 Â 1.2 mm voxel dimensions.
Categorical Perception Index
To assess the categorical nature of behavioral performance, logistic regression was performed on each subject's identification data. Logistic regression (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 2004) fits an S-shaped curve to the data using the maximum-likelihood method, and generates coefficient estimates for the function that is most likely to describe the observed pattern of data. Under the logistic regression framework, the probability of a /ba/ response can be modeled as
where X is the predictor variable (here, the position of the token or token-pair in the continuum). The coefficient b can be interpreted as the steepness or slope of the S-curve. High values of jbj suggest a steep, step-like curve characteristic of categorical perception. Low values suggest a more linear or continuously varying response, and values close to 0 indicate a flat response curve or chance performance.
Here, a categorical perception index (CPI) was defined as the increase in b from Pre to Post scans (b post À b pre ). A high CPI indicates that the perception of sounds became substantially more categorical from Pre to Post scan, whereas a CPI of 0 indicates no change.
Image Analysis
Within-subject analysis consisted of spatial coregistration (Cox & Jesmanowicz, 1999) , deconvolution and voxelwise multiple linear regression (Ward, 2001 ) with reference functions representing four experimental conditions: prephonetic (PreP), pre-nonphonetic (PreN), post-phonetic (PostP), and post-nonphonetic (PostN). Individual data were smoothed with a Gaussian filter of 4 mm full width at half maximum. Anatomical scans and functional maps were projected into standard stereotaxic space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) using AFNI (Cox, 1996) . In a randomeffects analysis, individual coefficient maps were contrasted against a constant value of 0 to create group t maps. The group maps were thresholded at voxelwise p < .03. Clusters smaller than 732 Al (13 voxels) were removed to achieve a corrected mapwise p < .05 as determined by Monte Carlo simulations (Ward, 2000) , which provide the probability of clusters of various sizes occurring by chance.
To examine the relation between activation and behavioral performance, individual CPI measures for P sounds were correlated with the activation in the PostP-PreP contrast of each participant on a voxelwise basis, using Spearman's rank correlation. Spearman's correlation was used because it is relatively robust to the presence of outliers in the activation or in the CPI. To gain more sensitivity, a region of interest (ROI) containing bilateral temporal lobes was defined for computing correlations, using area definitions from the Talairach Daemon in AFNI (Lancaster et al., 2000) This ROI included Heschl's gyrus, the superior, middle, and inferior temporal gyri, and the supramarginal gyrus in the left and right hemispheres. The correlation maps were thresholded at voxelwise p < .03, and clusters smaller than 281 Al (5 voxels) were removed to obtain a corrected p < .05. An identical procedure was performed for N sounds, using the PostNPreN contrast.
RESULTS

Behavioral
Accuracy and RT data from the identification and ABX tasks are shown in Figure 2 . In the identification task, both PreP and PreN conditions showed a continuous, mostly linear change in identification accuracy along the continuum (Figure 2A ). This is consistent with the suggestion that the participants did not have discrete representations for the sounds in either Pre conditions, and they did not spontaneously perceive the P sine-wave stimuli as speech. In contrast, after the participants were informed about the phonetic nature of the P stimuli, their performance became more categorical with them, in that the two ends of the continuum were consistently identified as /ba/ or /da/. This was not the case for the PostN condition, in Figure 2 . Performance of the subjects on the identification and discrimination tasks in Pre (naïve) and Post (informed) conditions. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean. (A) Accuracy and (B) RT in milliseconds (msec). ''Across'' and ''Within'' represent across-and within-category discriminations, respectively. which there was no significant change from the PreN performance.
The identification performances were assessed quantitatively by entering the b coefficients (slope parameters) obtained by logistic regression into a two-way repeated-measures analysis of variance with factors for training (Pre vs. Post) and sound type (P vs. N). There was a main effect of training [F(1, 27) = 4.82, p < .037], a main effect of sound type [F(1, 27) = 6.78, p < .015], and an interaction [F(1, 27) = 6.32, p < .019]. Post hoc comparisons with Tukey's HSD tests revealed a significant increase in b from PreP to PostP ( p < .013) but no change in b from PreN to PostN ( p > .9).
On the discrimination task, performance did not vary in the Post condition compared to the Pre condition for both P and NP sounds. AC accuracy was better than WC accuracy in the PostP condition, consistent with categorical perception in that condition. However, this difference was already present in the PreP condition, before subjects could categorize the P sounds. For the N sounds, AC and WC discrimination did not differ for either PreN or PostN conditions. A three-way repeatedmeasures analysis of variance was carried out with factors for sound type (P, N), training (Pre, Post), and contrast (AC, WC). There were main effects of sound type [F(1, 27) = 6.15, p < .020], training [F(1, 27) = 7.54, p < .011], and contrast [F(1, 27) = 59.79, p < 10 À6 ]. There was also an interaction between sound type and contrast [F(1, 27) = 36.18, p < 10 À5 ]. No other interactions were significant. Post hoc comparisons using Tukey's HSD revealed that AC accuracy was higher than WC accuracy in both PreP and PostP conditions (both p < .0001). The increase in AC and WC accuracy from PreP to PostP was not significant (both p > .32). There was no difference between AC and WC accuracy for PreN or PostN conditions, and the change in accuracy from PreN to PostN was also not significant (all p > .76).
The overall improvement in discrimination accuracy, from Pre to Post conditions, was the same for P and N conditions. The mean improvement in P was 8.9% (SD = 22.9), and in N it was 6.3% (SD = 12.7) ( p > .59).
The RT results ( Figure 2B ) largely mirrored the accuracy data. In the identification task, RT was similar across most of the continuum in the PreP and PreN conditions. In the PostP condition, there was a reduction in RT for tokens at either end of the continuum and an increase in RT at the middle of the continuum (Token ba4), corresponding to the category boundary indicated by the accuracy data. The discrimination RT results also mirrored the accuracy data, in that RT was lower AC than WC for both PreP and PostP conditions. In summary, the behavioral data indicate that participants did not have discrete category representations for either the P or N sounds in the Pre phase, but divided the P continuum into two perceptual categories in the Post phase. This change in categorization from nonphonetic to phonetic perception was reflected by a shift in identification but not in discrimination curves. Verbal reports of the participants after the Pre scan indicated that no participant had recognized the sounds in the Pre conditions as speech.
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
The fMRI results for various conditions and contrasts are shown in Figures 3 and 4 . The Appendix lists peak and activation cluster information for the contrasts. Compared to the baseline, each condition showed extensive activation that included bilateral temporal, frontal, and parietal areas (Figure 3 ).
PreP versus PreN
No areas were found to be more active for PreP, whereas small clusters in the left and right posterior cingulate gyrus were found to be more active for PreN ( Figure 4A ).
PostP versus PreP
In this critical contrast, the only area activated more for the PostP condition was in the posterior left STG/STS. A number of areas showed higher activation for the PreP condition, including the bilateral posterior and anterior cingulate gyrus and the basal ganglia. The right superior and middle frontal gyri (SFG and MFG), precentral gyrus, and supramarginal gyrus (SMG), as well as a cluster on the left planum temporale, were also more active for the PreP condition ( Figure 4B ).
PostN versus PreN
No areas were more active for the PostN condition compared to the PreN condition. A number of areas were more active for the PreN condition, and these overlapped to a large degree with those activated for the PreP condition in the previous contrast. These included the bilateral anterior and posterior cingulate gyrus, intraparietal sulcus (IPS), basal ganglia, and MFG (right > left); the right precentral gyrus and fusiform gyrus; and the left STG/planum temporale ( Figure 4C ).
PostP versus PostN
The left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), IPS, STG/STS, and precentral gyrus, as well as the bilateral MFG and precuneus, and the right SFG, were activated more in the PostP than in the PostN condition. No areas were activated more for the PostN condition ( Figure 4D ).
(PostP À PreP) versus (PostN À PreN)
Some of the difference in activation between Pre and Post scans could be due simply to differences in task difficulty as a result of practice and training. Some of this training effect can be removed by comparing Post-Pre activation in phonetic and nonphonetic conditions (i.e., the interaction between training and sound type). In this contrast, positively activated areas included the bilateral MFG and IFG (right > left) and the posterior left STG and STS ( Figure 4E ). By comparison with the other contrasts, it is apparent that the positive values in the left STG/STS are due to a greater increase of activity with training for the P than for the N sounds, whereas positive values in other areas are due to a larger decrease in activity with training for the N sounds than for the P sounds. The right anterior STG showed negative values in the interaction contrast, due mainly to an increase in activation from the PreN to PostN condition.
Correlation with Behavioral Data
Behavioral performance on both identification and discrimination tasks varied across participants. Subjects also varied in their ability to hear the sine-wave sounds as speech, presumably leading to variation in the degree of categorical perception of the sounds. As noted in the Methods section, the CPI measures the change in degree of categorical identification, estimated by the change in slope of the logistic regression curve, from Pre to Post scans. High values indicate a change from continuous to categorical identification, whereas low values indicate little change. The mean CPI for the P sounds (CPI P ) was 1.24 (SD = 2.63), whereas the mean CPI for the N sounds (CPI N ) was À0.08 (SD = 0.94). CPI P and CPI N for individual subjects are shown in Figure 5 . The individual variation in behavioral performance provided an opportunity to examine whether the degree of activation in the different brain regions was correlated with the degree of change in categorical identification exhibited behaviorally by the participants, as measured by the CPI.
We correlated the CPI P for each participant with the level of activation in the PostP-PreP contrast in an ROI that included the bilateral lateral temporal lobes and the SMG. Two clusters in the left STG/STS and SMG were found to be correlated with the CPI P ( Figure 6A) . A scatterplot of the individual training-induced activation in the PostP À PreP contrast at the maximally correlated voxel in the posterior STS (Talairach coordinates À52, À34, 7) plotted against individual CPI P values is shown in Figure 7A . Because Spearman's rank correlation was used, subjects' rank is plotted on the x-axis.
We similarly correlated the CPI N with the level of activation in the PostN-PreN contrast in the same ROI. Although no additional information was provided about the N sounds prior to the Post scan, some variation in CPI N was observed. The mean and variance in CPI N were not as large as those of CPI P , as expected (across all subjects, b did not change significantly between PreN and PostN, as mentioned in the behavioral results). We were interested, however, in testing whether changes in categorical perception of nonspeech sounds might be correlated with the level of activation in temporal regions and whether the regions emerging in this analysis would overlap with those found to be sensitive to speech categorization. A cluster in the left SMG, extending into the posterior STS, was found to be correlated with the CPI N . Smaller clusters in the left anterior MTG and right SMG were also correlated with CPI N ( Figure 6B) . A scatterplot of the individual level of activation at the maximally correlated voxel in the left SMG (Talairach coordinates À56, À50, 18) plotted against the individual CPI N is shown in Figure 7B .
We then examined whether the area in the left posterior STG/STS that was correlated with CPI P in the PostP-PreP contrast was also correlated with CPI N in the PostN-PreN contrast. To this end, a spherical ROI with radius of 10 mm centered at the peak of the cluster in STS (Talairach coordinates À52, À34, 7) was created. Activation in the PostN-PreN contrast was correlated with CPI N (voxelwise p < .03, corrected p < .05) in a small cluster within this ROI (peak Talairach coordinates À51, À39, 10; cluster volume 94 Al).
Finally, we examined whether the correlations between CPI and the Pre to Post change in level of activation in the left posterior temporal region could be explained by the small general improvement in discrimination ability from Pre to Post scans rather than by changes in categorization ability. Overall change in discrimination (combining WC and AC trials) was calculated for each subject for both P and N sounds and correlated with the activation in the spherical ROI defined above, for PostP-PreP and PostN-PreN contrasts, respectively. No correlation between level of activation and overall change in discrimination was found in either analyses.
DISCUSSION Behavioral Data
The identification functions suggest that perception of the P sounds shifted from continuous to dichotomous after subjects were informed of the phonetic potential of the sounds, indicative of categorical perception. Perception of the N sounds remained continuous in both Pre and Post conditions.
The discrimination results were consistent with categorization of the P sounds in the Post condition and continuous perception of the NP sounds in both the Pre and the Post conditions. However, the advantage for AC discrimination over WC discrimination for P sounds in the Pre condition was unexpected in light of the continuous identification function and the fact that subjects reported not hearing the sounds as speech in that condition. Interestingly, a similar effect was observed by Dehaene-Lambertz et al. (2005), who reported a small but significant advantage for the AC sine-wave /ba/-/da/ discrimination relative to the WC discrimination in the naïve subjects. It is possible that the AC advantage in the naïve condition in both of these studies reflects a physical discontinuity in the sine-wave continuum that coincides with the phonetic category boundary. Schwab (1981) observed that naïve listeners to sine-wave speech analogs could label as accurately as informed listeners sounds in which the first and second formants (F1 and F2, respectively) spectral transitions changed in the same direction (such as in /ba/ ) but were less accurate when changes were in opposite directions (such as in /da/ ). The change in direction of the F2 transition that occurs at the boundary between /ba/ and /da/ may facilitate the discrimination between them in the naïve condition. Subjects may have been able to capitalize on this perceptual discontinuity in the phonetic continuum during the discrimination but not the identification task in the naïve condition. This is because the latter task relies on retrieval of internal representations of the sound categories and the only representations available to them for the sine-wave speech analogs in the naïve state were the trained anchor points. The discrimination results for N sounds were consistent with their continuous perception, with no accuracy or RT differences across the continuum. A perceptual discontinuity akin to that in the phonetic continuum did not occur in the nonphonetic continuum, possibly because in that continuum the F1 and F2 transitions, which contain the bulk of the sound energy and are the main cues for identification of the sounds, never closely covaried in direction. In that continuum, F1 changed from a falling pattern to a dip whereas F2 concurrently changed from a rising pattern to a falling pattern.
fMRI Data
Phonetic Perception in the Posterior STS
Compared to the PreP condition, the PostP condition more strongly activated an area in the left middle/ posterior STS (approximately between Talairach y = À30 and y = À40). Activation in this general region has been reported in a number of previous studies comparing speech sounds to nonspeech sounds, but the interpretation of these differences has been problematic. For example, the lateral STG/STS (L > R) was activated for words > tones, pseudowords > tones, and reversed speech > tones contrasts in a study by Binder et al. (2000) . Because the activation did not appear to depend on the phonetic intelligibility of the stimuli, these authors raised the possibility that it may have been due simply to the greater spectro-temporal complexity of the speech and reversed speech sounds compared to the tones. Liebenthal et al. (2005) subsequently compared CV syllables and nonspeech sounds of comparable acoustic complexity, and found greater activation for the speech sounds in a similar region. In that study, the left STG/STS activation could not be attributed to the acoustic properties of the speech sounds or to differences in task demands between the speech and nonspeech conditions because the speech and nonspeech sounds were closely matched in spectrotemporal complexity, harmonic structure and periodicity, and task performance was equivalent between the conditions. However, the differential STG/STS activation could be attributed either to the linguistic nature of the speech stimuli, their categorical perception, or their familiarity. Dehaene-Lambertz et al. (2005) also found activation in the left posterior STS for sinewave speech stimuli in the informed compared to the naïve condition. However, a nonspeech condition was not included in the Dehaene-Lambertz study to control for stimulus repetition and practice effects between the naïve and the informed scans. A similar pattern of fMRI activation was also reported by Möttönen et al. (2006) using a mixed-effects analysis in a sine-wave speech perception task. Behavioral measures of the degree of speech or nonspeech perception, however, were not reported in this study. The analysis was also restricted to a small posterior temporal ROI, so the effects in other regions were not clear. The present study goes a step further in showing unequivocally that activation in the left posterior STS region during speech perception cannot be attributed to the spectrotemporal complexity or familiarity of speech, or to practice effects.
In this study, the PostP > PostN activation highlights the difference between perception of phonetic and nonphonetic sounds, while controlling for the effects of task practice and habituation to the stimuli. This contrast revealed a focus in the left STS near the focus found for PostP > PreP. Activation in the same left posterior STG/ STS region was also observed in the interaction between sound type (P, N) and scan (Pre, Post), consistent with the suggestion that it is due to perception of the sinewave phonetic analogs as speech.
Effects of Practice and Habituation
A number of areas activated more in the PreP compared to the PostP condition, such as the anterior cingulate gyrus, basal ganglia, SFG, and MFG, have been associated with general task difficulty, attention, working memory, decision making, and response selection processes (Culham & Kanwisher, 2001; Bush, Luu, & Posner, 2000; Duncan & Owen, 2000) . Very similar areas were also activated for the PreN condition compared to the PostN condition. We suggest that with practice and repeated exposure to the task and stimuli, the subjects became more efficient at the task in Post conditions compared to Pre conditions, requiring fewer resources for task performance. Similar fronto-parietal areas were also activated in the PostP > PostN contrast, in which both conditions have similar practice effects. The PostP condition, however, is associated with additional information about sound categories. This activation likely reflects working memory and decision-making processes engaged when attempting to map sounds onto known categories, which are absent from the PostN condition.
There was also an area on the left mid/dorsal STG, including the planum temporale, which was activated more for the PreP compared to PostP condition, and also for the PreN compared to PostN condition. The decrease in activity from Pre to Post in this region may represent the habituation of early auditory processing stages due to repeated exposure to the same stimuli. This area was not activated in the PostP-PostN comparison, likely because both the PostP and PostN conditions entail similar habituation effects. Altogether, these results demonstrate a clear dissociation of function between the dorsal STG/planum temporale, which is sensitive to a wide variety of sounds and shows habituation to repeated sine-wave sounds, and the more ventral STG/STS, which is associated with representation of more abstract categorical properties of the sounds, showing an increased response when the same sounds can be mapped onto categories (Hall, Hart, & Johnsrude, 2003; Griffiths & Warren, 2002; Binder et al., 2000; Binder, Frost, Hammeke, Rao, & Cox, 1996) .
Correlations with Behavioral Data
We hypothesized that if activation in the posterior STS/ STG region is associated with the categorical perception of sounds, the level of this activation should be correlated with a behavioral index of the degree of categorical perception. As predicted, a voxelwise correlation analysis conducted on left and right temporal lobe ROIs showed an area in the posterior STG/STS that was correlated with CPI. The subjects with a larger CPI also showed greater activation in the PostP-PreP contrast in this region. Activation in this region was not correlated with the overall improvement in discrimination ability.
The inclusion of the N conditions in the experiment provided an opportunity to examine whether the posterior STS activation was specific to phonetic categorization, or was related to categorical perception in general. Although this study was not designed to induce changes in CPI N and a significant systematic change was neither expected nor observed, there were small individual variations in CPI N . Some subjects appear to have developed weak categories for the N sounds (small positive changes in the CPI N ), perhaps encouraged by the identification training and testing procedures. A few other subjects apparently suppressed these categorical representations (small negative changes in the CPI N ; Figure 5 ). The ROI analysis showed that an area in the posterior STS (near y = À40) in the PostN-PreN contrast was positively correlated with CPI N . The magnitude and extent of the correlated area were small, possibly due to the fact that the variation in CPI N was also small. Nevertheless, this association of the posterior STS with categorical perception of nonphonetic sounds tentatively suggests that this region is not just sensitive to well-learned phonetic representations, but also to recently learned nonphonetic categories. Regions in the inferior SMG/posterior STG were also correlated with the degree of improvement in categorical identification, more strongly for N sounds. The SMG has been suggested to subserve acoustic-phonetic recoding (Hickok & Poeppel, 2000; Caplan, Gow, & Makris, 1995) . SMG activation is also reported in training studies in which a nonnative sound category is learned (Golestani & Zatorre, 2004; Callan et al., 2003) , and differences in the white matter volume near the SMG are associated with the ability to learn novel sounds (Golestani, Paus, & Zatorre, 2002) . Along with the current results, these results are consistent with the suggestion that the SMG plays a role in representing or learning auditory categories in general, not just phonetic ones.
Conclusions
Physically identical auditory stimuli can engage different areas of the brain or engage the same area to different degrees, depending on whether they are perceived as phonetic or nonphonetic. An area in the left posterior STS, surrounding Talairach y = À40, is activated more when sine-wave speech analogs are perceived as speech and can be associated with learned phoneme categories. Unlike activations in most comparisons of speech and nonspeech stimuli, this activation cannot be attributed to acoustic differences between the stimuli. Activation in this region is also correlated with the degree of categorical identification of phonetic, and also to some extent, nonphonetic sounds. We therefore infer that in this brain region, prelinguistic representations of auditory inputs activate category representations. The left SMG also plays a role in the categorical perception of auditory information, perhaps particularly in the learning of novel sound categories.
APPENDIX
The location of activation peaks in various contrasts. The volume of the cluster (Al), the mean and maximum z-score of the cluster, the location of the peaks in the atlas of Talairach and Tournoux (1988) , and approximate Brodmann's areas (BAs) of the peaks are reported. Multiple peaks are reported for some of the larger clusters. CiG = cingulate gyrus; STS = superior temporal sulcus; STG = superior temporal gyrus; HG = Heschl's gyrus; SFG = superior frontal gyrus; MFG = middle frontal gyrus; IFG = inferior frontal gyrus; IFS = inferior frontal sulcus; SMG = supramarginal gyrus; prCG = precentral gyrus; IPS = intraparietal sulcus; LG = lingual gyrus; FG = fusiform gyrus; po = posterior; ant = anterior.
